Trusted by Travset Partnership Offer
Travset is a health and safety portal dedicated to ensuring the wellbeing of travellers across the
globe. Available via a mobile and web app, Travset is able to provide a user with curated
information on visas, vaccinations, health hazards, scams, travel tips and information on over
34,491 embassies, police stations and hospitals in over 114 countries.
Trusted by Travset is our latest initiative to expand this database to include accommodations
travellers can trust and feel safe in their travels.
You have been chosen as a partner in this initiative after careful inspection of your reviews from
your customers.
What do we offer:
- your business listed in our Travset app
- listing as a trusted partner on travset.com
- a certificate to display the trust we have in your business for creating safe travels
What we require from you to join:
- a quick chat with us over the phone or e-mail
- listing travset.com on your website (support will be provided to do so if needed)
- $14.95 listing fee
Early birds one time offer:
Get ahead of your competition and promote your business in the top 3 in your area (10 miles/ 16
km radius) for only $49.90 a year!
Terms and Conditions

1. All information provided by you must be accurate and any changes in the business
name, address or existence must be conveyed to Travset at hello@travset.com 7 days
prior.
2. You reserve the right to print and display your Trusted by Travset certificate. We
recommend it as it is well earned.
3. The link to travset.com must be inserted with a "follow" parameter on an anchor titled
travset.com on your website. Any technique such as using noindex/noarchive meta tags,
nofollow tags, redirections, robots.txt redirections and cloaking methods will be
considered a violation.

4. Travset.com prohibits the placement of the link to travset.com on pages that involve
pornography, nudity, racism, violence, illegal activities, politics, religion, gambling.
5. The deletion of the link to travset.com must be notified 7 days prior to it. Do however be
advised that your business listing on the Travset app and website will be deleted with the
same.
6. Travset has the right to delete a partner profile from the app and website if the terms
listed in this offer is not adhered and/or instances of customer complaints that we will
investigate.
7. To the extent not prohibited by law, in no event will Travset.com be liable to you for any
loss or damage, including without limitation, lost revenue, profits or data, or for special,
indirect, consequential, incidental or punitive damages, however caused and regardless
of the theory of liability, arising out of or related to the Trusted by Travset Partnership.
8. Ther terms and conditions listed here can change at the discretion of travset.com and
partners will be notified 7 days prior to any such changes.
9. Travset and the partner grant each other permission to use their name, logo and image
only in purpose and time of this contract.
10. Travset does not collect your personal details nor your clients activity on your website.
11. Partner is obliged to keep their website online and accessible. Viruses and bugs shall be
fixed or deleted by the partner as soon as noticed. Travset may delete partner from the
database due to inaccessible or faulty partner website.

